Thursday, October 20, 4pm

The Digital Humanities Revolution: Supporting 21st Century Scholarship

A scholar (Jeremy Douglass), publisher (Eileen A. Joy) and administrator (Dean Majewski) share their work and views on the digital humanities, scholarly publishing, and strategies for supporting 21st century scholarship. Moderated by Thomas Padilla, Humanities Data Curator, UCSB Library. For complete participant details, bios and abstracts, visit the scholarly communication website.

UCSB Library, Interdisciplinary Research Collaboratory, 2nd Floor Mountain Side

October 24-29

Open Access Week Information Table

Drop by for information on open access publishing, the UC Open Access Policy, the UC Publication Management System, eScholarship, publisher swag and more.

UCSB Library, Paseo

Co-sponsored by the Interdisciplinary Humanities Center and Graduate Division.